Abstract. In this paper, we study a class of graph drawings that arise from bobbin lace patterns. The drawings are periodic and require a combinatorial embedding with specific properties which we outline and demonstrate can be verified in linear time. In addition, a lace graph drawing has a topological requirement: it contains a set of non-contractible directed cycles which must be homotopic to (1, 0), that is, when drawn on a torus, each cycle wraps once around the minor meridian axis and zero times around the major longitude axis. We provide an algorithm for finding the two fundamental cycles of a canonical rectangular schema in a supergraph that enforces this topological constraint. The polygonal schema is then used to produce a straight-line drawing of the lace graph inside a rectangular frame. We argue that such a polygonal schema always exists for combinatorial embeddings satisfying the conditions of bobbin lace patterns, and that we can therefore create a pattern, given a graph with a fixed combinatorial embedding of genus one.
Introduction
Bobbin lace is a 500-year-old fibre art-form created by braiding threads together in complex patterns. See Figure 1 . Bobbin lace can depict landscapes, figures, flowers, as well geometric and abstract designs. Common to all bobbin lace compositions is the use of doubly periodic patterns to fill regions of any shape or size. It is the study of these periodic patterns that we pursue here. To create bobbin lace, threads, which are wound around wooden bobbins to facilitate handling, are arranged left to right in linear order t 1 , t 2 , . . . t 2n−1 , t 2n . The lacemaker selects four consecutive threads, starting at an odd index, and crosses the four threads over and under each other to form an alternating braid. After one or several crossings are made in this manner, the four threads are set aside and another set of four (not the same four, but possibly using a subset of the original four) is selected, again starting at an odd index, and braided. Since the selected threads are consecutive starting at an odd index, we can describe the pattern by tracking the movement of pairs of threads rather than individual strands.
The application of mathematics to the study of fibre arts dates back to the beginnings of computer science. A survey of various areas, including knitting and weaving, is presented by Belcastro and Yackel [3] . Grishanov look into knot theory and its relevance to the topology of textiles [6] . The second author and Ruskey [7] were the first to develop a mathematical model for bobbin lace and express its patterns using graph drawings. Specifically, a lace pattern can be represented as (Γ (G), ζ(v)) where G is a combinatorial embedding that captures the flow of pairs of threads from one grouping of four to another, Γ (G) gives a specific drawing of G which assigns a geometry to the position of the braids, and ζ(v) is a mapping from each node v ∈ V (G) to a mathematical braid word which specifies the over and under crossings performed on the subset of four threads that meet at v. A systematic exploration of different ζ(v) mappings is straight-forward, although time consuming, and has been undertaken by lacemakers for several traditional patterns; see [7] for more details. Discovering which pairs of threads can be successfully combined, as represented by Γ (G), is a much harder task and is therefore the focus of this paper.
The main question investigated in this paper is to decide, for a directed graph with a fixed rotation system, whether we can construct a straight-line drawing that is a lace pattern. We argue that recognizing such graphs can be done in linear time and depends only on their combinatorial structure (some of these results were reported earlier [7] ). Lace patterns are doubly periodic. As a result, a lace graph can be drawn on the surface of a torus and lifted to its universal cover, an infinite, periodic, planar graph. A toroidal embedding can be drawn as a straight-line planar graph drawing with a rectangular outer face by choosing a canonical rectangular schema [1] , [4] . The challenge is to find two fundamental cycles to serve as the borders of the rectangle under the constraints of the topological requirements of the lace pattern and restrictions imposed by the drawing algorithm itself. We show how to find a suitable polygonal schema for any valid combinatorial embedding.
Mathematical model of bobbin lace
We assume familiarity with graphs and combinatorial embeddings; see for example [8] . Throughout this paper, G = (V, E) is a directed graph that comes with a rotation system, i.e., a clockwise order of edges around each vertex. We will assume that the rotation system describes a cellular combinatorial embedding on an orientable surface (i.e., the complement of G on the orientable surface is a collection of open topological disks). The genus of the cellular embedding can be determined from the rotation system by computing the facial walk consisting of edges and vertices incident to each face in order while walking around the face. All embeddings of interest here have an Euler characteristic of 0.
A circuit is a closed path in which a vertex may be visited more than once but no edges are repeated. A cycle is a closed path in which each vertex and edge is only visited once. A contractible cycle is a cycle that can be continuously retracted to a point. A canonical rectangular representation of a torus is bounded by a pair of non-contractible cycles, also referred to as fundamental cycles, that have only one vertex in common, their point of intersection.
Conditions on lace pattern graph embeddings
In a lace pattern graph, every vertex v must have exactly two incoming and two outgoing edges, corresponding to two pairs of threads that meet at v, are braided together and then separate. We call such a graph a 2-2-regular digraph.
Lace patterns are doubly periodic, i.e., they can tile the plane by translation in two non-parallel directions. One "tile" of the repeat can be drawn using a canonical rectangular schema in which the position of a thread intersecting the horizontal boundaries of the schema has the same abscissa top and bottom and a thread intersecting the vertical boundaries of the schema has the same ordinate value left and right. In graph drawing this is called periodic.
We do not want lace created from a pattern to "fall apart", i.e., the graph needs to be suitably connected. In graph-theoretical terms, this means G must be a cellular embedding.
For a lace pattern to be workable, there must exist a partial ordering of the vertices such that, for any directed edge, the braid mapped to the tail vertex is worked before that of the head. The pattern, when repeated over the infinite plane, cannot contain directed cycles, or equivalently, the associated graph on the torus must be free from contractible directed circuits.
The graph may have loops but they must be non-contractible. Parallel edges with the same orientation do not represent a change in the four threads being braided and therefore do not appear in a lace graph. Parallel edges with opposite orientation must form a non-contractible directed cycle. In other words, a lace graph may be a multigraph but no loop or parallel edge can be a face.
In summary, the following three conditions are required for the combinatorial embedding of any lace pattern graph G:
C1. G is a directed 2-2-regular digraph. C2. The rotation system of G describes a toroidal cellular embedding in which all facial walks contain at least 3 edges. C3. All directed circuits of G are non-contractible.
It is easy to check in linear time whether (C1) holds. To test (C2), we first compute the facial walks to ascertain the number of faces, and can then determine whether the embedding is toroidal since, by Euler's formula, such an embedding with n vertices and 2n edges must have exactly n faces.
To test (C3) in linear time, we take advantage of the regular structure of our digraph via the following lemma: Lemma 1. Presume a 2, 2-regular digraph has a toroidal cellular embedding G. If G has a contractible directed circuit C, then G will have at least one face bounded by a contractible directed circuit.
Proof. (Sketch) Arbitrarily declare one face to contain the origin so that "inside" and "outside" are well-defined for any contractible directed circuit C. Let O C and I C be the number of faces outside and inside C, and consider a directed contractible circuit C that maximizes |O C − I C |. Prove, by contradiction, that a directed cycle containing an edge in its interior cannot maximize |O C − I C | and therefore the inside of C is a face as required. Details are in the appendix.
It follows that to verify condition (C3), we simply test whether any facial walk is a directed circuit. Clearly this takes linear time.
There is one more important restriction for a workable bobbin lace pattern. The threads in the periodic pattern are continuous; threads are neither removed (by cutting) nor added (by knotting or weaving in). In other words, to fill a rectangle of fixed width and undetermined height, a fixed set of threads starts at the top of the rectangle and the same set of threads terminates (not necessarily in the same order) at the bottom of the rectangle. To achieve this, the threads in one repeat of the pattern must not have a net drift to the right or left. See [7] for a more detailed discussion of this thread conservation property.
To formulate the thread conservation property in a mathematically precise way, we require additional terminology and some observations resulting from (C1,C2,C3) which we will describe in the next section.
Osculating circuits and thread conservation
Fix a digraph G with a combinatorial embedding such that (C1,C2,C3) hold. There are two ways in which edges can be arranged at a vertex v with indeg(v) = outdeg(v) = 2: Either rotationally alternating in which edges alternate between incoming and outgoing directions or rotationally consecutive with edges in the order incoming, incoming, outgoing, outgoing. Irvine and Ruskey [7] showed that the following condition is necessary for (C3):
C3 . At all vertices of G, the outgoing arcs are rotationally consecutive.
Under (C3 ), we define the left/right incoming/outgoing edges of v as follows: going in clockwise order around v, we encounter first the left outgoing edge, then the right outgoing edge, then the right incoming edge and finally the left incoming edge. Consider two edge-disjoint directed circuits C 1 , C 2 that have a vertex v in common. There are two possible ways in which C 1 and C 2 can meet at v. In an osculating intersection these circuits only touch ("kiss"), i.e., both incoming and outgoing edges of C 1 are on the left side of v and the edges of C 2 are on the right side of v (or vice versa). In contrast, at a transverse intersection the circuits truly cross, i.e., C 1 enters from the left side of v and exits from the right, C 2 enters from the right and exits from the left (or vice versa).
Lemma 2. Presume (C1,C2,C3 ) hold. The edges of G can be partitioned into a set P(G) of disjoint directed circuits such that no two circuits in P(G) have a transverse intersection. Furthermore, this partition is unique and can be found in linear time.
Proof. Arbitrarily select an edge e 1 of G as the start of a circuit P 1 . If this edge is left incoming at its head v, then let e 2 be the left outgoing edge at v, else let e 2 be the right outgoing edge at v. Put differently, e 1 and e 2 are on the "same side" of v. Append e 2 to P 1 and repeat the operation at the head of e 2 . Since the graph is finite, we eventually must close the circuit P 1 ; this is the first element of the partition P(G). In fact, circuit P 1 must exactly finish at edge e 1 , because for any edge the rule of "stay on the same side" uniquely determines the edge before and after in the circuit. Now select some edge f 1 of G that was not in P 1 , and repeat the process starting at f 1 . The new circuit P 2 will not contain an edge of P 1 by the same "stay on the same side" rule. Thus we obtain the next circuit in the partition. Repeat until all edges belong to some circuit. Since there is never a choice about which next edge to take, the partition is unique. Each edge is visited exactly once resulting in a linear runtime.
We call the circuits in P(G) the osculating circuits of G, see also Figure 1 (c). We distinguish two cases of P(G) based on whether or not the osculating circuits are simple directed cycles. It turns out that when a circuit visits a vertex twice, P(G) has a trivial structure.
Lemma 3. Presume (C1-C3) hold. If some osculating circuit P ∈ P(G) visits a vertex twice, then P is the only element in P(G).
Proof. Follow P 1 ∈ P(G), a non-simple osculating directed circuit, until the first time a vertex v ∈ P 1 is reached for the second time. P 1 can be partitioned into a simple directed cycle C (by taking the part from v to v that we just followed) and a directed circuit C (the rest of P 1 ). Both C and C are incident to v.
Fix an arbitrary drawing of G on the torus T . By (C3) C is non-contractible, so cutting T along C produces a cylinder. The cut will split v into two vertices, v and v , one on each boundary of the cylinder.
Because of the osculating construction of P 1 , C and C must intersect transversely at v (otherwise, P 1 would have terminated the first time it returned to v). Thus C contains an incident edge at each of the two copies, v and v , of v. Taking the subpath D of C between v and v , we obtain a path that travels on the cylinder from one boundary to the other. Cutting along D will cut the cylinder into one or more disks. Now consider some other circuit P i ∈ P(G), P i = P 1 . It cannot have a transverse crossing with either C or C , because P 1 and P i are osculating circuits. Therefore, it intersects neither C nor D and we can conclude that P i resides entirely within (or on the boundary) of one of the disks of T − C − D. But then P i is a contractible directed circuit, a contradiction. So P(G) contains no osculating circuits other than P 1 .
The osculating partition can contain more than one element, see Figure 1 (c). It follows from the previous lemma that if |P(G)| > 1, then all circuits in P(G) must be simple directed cycles.
In a transverse intersection under (C3 ), if C 1 uses the left incoming (and right outgoing) edge of v we say that C 1 crosses C 2 left-to-right at v. Summing over all shared vertices, we define the algebraic crossing number of two circuits C 1 and C 2 to be:
Finally, using the following well known lemma, we can make a statement about the homotopy class of the osculating circuits in P(G): Lemma 5. If (C1-C3) hold, then all directed cycles P i ∈ P(G) belong to the same homotopy class.
Proof. If P(G) contains a non-simple circuit then, by Lemma 3, it is the only member of P(G) and the claim holds trivially. Otherwise, the osculating circuits of P(G) are all simple closed curves. None of them intersect transversally, which means thatî(P i , P j ) = 0 for all pairs of osculating circuits i = j. This proves the result by Lemma 4.
A (canonical) polygonal schema for a toroidal graph consists of two fundamental cycles (called the meridian M and the longitude L ) such that M and L intersect in exactly one point. Cutting G along the edges of M ∪ L will result in a topological disk. A circuit C belongs to homotopy class (m, ) (with respect to a fixed polygonal schema) ifî(C, L) = m andî(C, M ) = .
With these terms in place, we can now state the thread conservation property via the following constraint:
C4. There exists a meridian M , a longitude L and a partition P(G) of edges into osculating directed circuits such that each circuit in the partition is in the (1, 0)-homotopy class. The (1, 0)-homotopy class restriction ensures that at each upward repeat all thread pairs return to the same left-right starting position. The thread conservation property is impossible to formulate as a condition of the combinatorial embedding because the homotopy class is affected by how the graph is drawn on the torus. In particular, consider Figure 2 which shows two drawings of the same graph on the torus differing by a homeomorphism known as a Dehn twist. Both drawings have the same combinatorial embedding, yet on the left side of Figure 2 the red (bold) osculating circuit returns to its starting point while on the right side of the figure the osculating circuit drifts to the right.
Clearly, thread conservation demands that we fix more than the combinatorial embedding of the graph. However, based only on the combinatorial embedding, we can make a statement about the existence of a suitable graph drawing:
Lemma 6. Given a digraph G that satisfies (C1-C3), there exists a drawing of G for which (C4) holds.
Proof. By the Dehn-Lickorish theorem (see e.g. [5] ) there exists a homeomorphism that maps any simple, non-contractible cycle to the (1, 0) homotopy class of the torus. By Lemma 5, such a homeomorphism will map all elements in P(G) to the desired homotopy class.
The main contribution of this paper is a linear time algorithm for finding such a drawing: Theorem 1. Given a digraph G that satisfies (C1-C3), we can draw a lace pattern in linear time. The drawing resides in an O(n 4 ) × O(n 4 )-grid.
Proof. In Section 3, we provide an algorithm for finding a polygonal schema to satisfy (C4) for any digraph G that satisfies (C1-C3). We then use known algorithms ( [4] , [1] ) for straight-line rectangular-frame drawings to create a lace pattern in the required time and space.
Finding a polygonal schema
In general, finding a polygonal schema with vertex-disjoint interiors is NPhard [4] . However, for the purpose of drawing the lace-pattern, we do not need to find a polygonal schema within the given graph; it suffices (and in fact, is preferable) to add vertices and edges to the graph and find a polygonal schema within the additions. In this manner, the original edges of G are not on the schema boundary giving more freedom to where they can be placed. In this section we describe how to find such a supergraph with O(n) nodes.
DrawLacePattern Algorithm
A. Partition G into a set P(G) of osculating circuits and select one directed circuit P * from the set.
B. Create the offset graph O(G).
C. Find a simple cycle M in O(G) such thatî(M, P * ) = 0 and M intersects every edge of G at most once. D. Find a simple cycle L in O(G) such thatî(L, P * ) = ±1, M and L intersect exactly once, and L intersects every edge of G at most once. E. Use existing torus-drawing techniques to draw G on a rectangle with meridian M and longitude L.
All steps are linear or constant time, and step E. will create a drawing of the required size, proving the theorem.
Step A. was explained in Section 2.2 already; all other steps are explained below.
Creating the offset graph: We first create an offset graph O(G) in which we will choose a suitable meridian M and longitude L. Roughly speaking, O(G) is obtained by creating two copies of every osculating circuit P in P(G), which we will represent as .... P (used to find M ) and P (used to find L). In each copy, the circuits are separated (they do not share vertices as they do in G) and are simple cycles. The copies lie on top of G introducing crossings which we remove by inserting dummy vertices. Finally, for the simple cycles of P , we connect the two halves of each vertex, split in the process of separating osculating paths, by introducing "crossover-edges". -Initially, O(G) contains all vertices and edges of G, embedded as in G. and e ends at w r . -Note that edge e ∈ E(G) may be intersected by its copies .... e and e. This occurs, for example, when e is right outgoing at its tail and left incoming at its head. We remove these crossings (so that we again have a toroidal embedding) in the standard way by inserting dummy vertices that subdivide e, .... e , e. (In the following descriptions, we will ignore these dummy-vertices, and speak of an edge e, even though it has become a path with 3 edges.) -For every osculating circuit P there are now two circuits .... P and P , using for each edge e ∈ P the corresponding edges .... e and e. Note that .... P and P are simple, even if P is not. When P visits a vertex v twice, once via the incoming left and outgoing left edges of v and once via the incoming right and outgoing right edges of v, the corresponding .... P visits .... v and .... v r respectively and similarly P visits v and v r . Due to the order of the copies near v, .... P and P do not cross. -Next add the crossover-edge e v = (v , v r ) for each vertex v ∈ V . To obtain a toroidal embedding, route this edge so that it crosses three edges: the two incoming edges of G at v and the edge .... e that is incoming to .... v r . These crossings are again replaced by dummy-vertices. In the crossover-edge insert a vertex v c in the face f c (v).
-For a straight-line drawing, an edge e in E(G) must not cross the rectangular frame twice. Consider an edge e that crosses e = v → w where e originates inside the face f c (w), say e = v r → w . It may happen that the chosen longitude L contains e followed by the crossover-edge e w = (w , w r ) resulting in a double crossing of e by L. To avoid this situation, we add a shortcutedge to O(G) that connects a point on e inside f c (w) to w c . Note that any circuit using e e w acts the same (with respect to algebraic crossing numbers) as a circuit shortened via the shortcut-edge, since all other crossings are unaffected.
Finding the meridian: In step A. we selected an osculating circuit P * . Define M to be the copy .... P * of circuit P * in the offset graph. M is a simple cycle. It may cross P * repeatedly but it does so only by switching back and forth between being left of P * and right of P * . In other words,î(P * , M ) = 0 as desired. Finally M intersects every edge of G at most once by construction of .... P .
Finding the longitude: Define L(G) to be the subgraph of O(G) taking only the copies P of osculating circuits, the crossover-edges, and the shortcutedges. We claim that we can find a suitable longitude in L(G). The algorithm is quite simple (find a shortest path within L(G), with some edges removed), but arguing that it works is not.
Case 1) Circuit P * : First consider the easier case in which P * is not simple and is therefore, by Lemma 3, the only element in P(G). Let v be a vertex visited twice by P * , hence v and v r both belong to P * . Define L * to be a subpath of P * between v and v r andL to be L * plus the crossover-edge (v r , v ). We have constructed P * such that it does not intersect .... P * . So L * does not intersect M . The crossover-edge (v r , v ) intersects M exactly once. Therefore,L intersects M exactly once as desired. L * and P * may intersect numerous times between v and v r . But v is to the left of P * while v r is to the right, so in total L * has one more left-to-right intersection than right-to-left-intersection. The crossover-edge (v r , v ) intersects both incoming edges at v, and both of these edges belong to P * . This adds two more right-to-left intersections, and so in totalî(L, P * ) = −1 as desired. Case 2) Simple P * : If P * is simple then we find L using a path that connects "both sides" of P * without crossing P * . The existence of such a path is non-trivial, and crucially needs condition (C2), i.e., that the embedding is cellular. Specifically, we show: Lemma 7. Presume (C1-C3) hold. Let P be a directed osculating cycle. Then there exists a directed walk W in G that starts at a vertex v ∈ P with a left outgoing edge e 1 ∈ P , ends at a vertex w ∈ P with a right incoming edge e k ∈ P , and has no transverse intersection or shared edges with P .
Proof. (Sketch)
The edge e 1 must exist otherwise the directed cycle P would bound a face, contradicting (C2) or (C3). One can now argue that starting from e 1 and always taking the left outgoing edge, we must reach such an edge e k or find a contradiction to (C2). Details are in the appendix.
Let Q be such a walk in G from v ∈ P * to w ∈ P * , shortened by eliminating directed cycles (if any) so that it becomes a simple path. We obtain the longitude L by "translating" Q into L(G) and adding a subpath of P * .
Note that the directed edges of Q need not be rotationally consecutive. For example, e i ∈ E(Q) may be right incoming at its head vertex x while e i+1 ∈ E(Q) may be left outgoing at its tail vertex x. If x ∈ P * then we can can add the crossover-edge (x , x r ) to connect e i and e i+1 without crossing M = .... P * . If x ∈ P * but e i ∈ P * and e i+1 ∈ P * then no crossover-edge is required because e i and e i+1 are rotationally consecutive. It is not possible to have x ∈ P * and only one of e i ∈ P * or e i+1 ∈ P * because of the way in which Q is defined. Formally, let Q = e 1 , . . . , e k be a simple path in G − E(P * ) from v ∈ P * to w ∈ P * and let L − = e 1 , . . . , e k be a simple path using the corresponding edges in L(G) and crossover-edges as needed. L − begins at v since e 1 is left outgoing and ends at w r since e k is right incoming. Define L * to be the subpath of P * connecting w to v r . Finally, defineL to be the simple cycle consisting of L − , crossover-edge (w r , w ), L * and crossover-edge (v r , v ).
Note that L − and L * never cross the meridian M = .... P * . The only place whereL can intersect M is at the two crossover-edges (v r , v ) and (w r , w ). We claim that exactly one of them intersects .... P * . To see this, recall that P * uses the right incoming and outgoing edge at v and the left incoming and outgoing edge at w. To see thatî(L, P * ) = ±1, observe that L − has no transverse intersections with P * and so contributes nothing. L * may intersect P * repeatedly, alternatingly from left to right and from right to left, however, L * starts on the left side of P * at w and ends on the right side of P * at v r , so it has a net of one left to right crossing. The crossover-edges (w r , w ) and (v r , v ) are both right to left crossings. ThusL has one more crossing from right to left than it has crossings from left to right, yieldingî(L, P * ) = −1 as desired. Applying shortcuts: As desired, the simple cycleL intersects M once and hasî(L, P * ) = ±1. However,L may intersect an edge e of G repeatedly. This happens only when e transversely crosses e, and a crossover-edge at the tail of e follows immediately after. Let L be the simple cycle obtained fromL by substituting the shortcut-edge at any such edge e. This has the same algebraic crossing number with P * , still crosses M exactly once, and is a suitable longitude.
We finally remark that the simplest way to find L is as follows. Start with graph L(G) and remove all dummy-vertices that lie on .... P * . This effectively disallows any path in L(G) that crosses M . Pick any vertex v ∈ P * and, in what remains of L(G), find a shortest path L − from v to v c (the vertex within the crossover-edge (v r , v )). Finally add the edge (v c , v ) to close the cycle into a suitable longitude L.
Drawing the graph: Let T (G) be the graph obtained from O(G) by removing all edges that do not belong to G, M or L and smoothing any degree-2 vertices. T (G) has a natural embedding on a torus with a well defined meridian and longitude. Cut T (G) along L to form graph C(G) which has a natural embedding on a cylinder with top and bottom boundaries L t and L b . Cut C(G) along M to obtain a planar graph R(G) with a natural embedding on a rectangle whose top/right/bottom/left sides are formed by the four boundary-paths Figure 8 in the appendix illustrates this process.
In our construction, we have been careful to ensure that boundary-cycles do not cross an edge of G more than once. As a consequence, we can now apply known algorithms for straight-line rectangular-frame drawings to R(G). The first such algorithm was given by Duncan et al. [4] and creates a drawing in an O(n) × O(n 2 )-grid in linear time. Unfortunately, the algorithm does not necessarily produce a periodic drawing. We therefore turn to the drawing algorithm of Aleardi et al. [2] , a modification of the algorithm of Duncan et al. which ensures periodic drawings. This is still achieved in linear time but at the cost of increasing the grid-size to O(n 4 ) × O(n 4 )-grid. This proves Theorem 1.
Discussion and open problems
In this paper we provide an algorithm to generate a lace pattern given a directed graph and a fixed combinatorial embedding that satisfy the conditions (C1-C3).
Our main challenge was to produce a graph drawing such that the threads in the pattern weave back and forth within a fixed width (follow a directed circuit that wraps once around the minor meridian axis and zero times around the major longitude axis). It turns out that if (C1-C3) are satisfied we can easily define a supergraph of linear size supporting a suitable rectangular schema and extract the schema in linear time. With care, we can sure that neither the meridian nor longitude of the schema intersects an edge of the graph twice, allowing us to reuse existing graph drawing techniques. Our drawings are still somewhat unsatisfying for use as lace patterns. Consider an edge e ∈ E(G) that crosses the rectangular schema, say the horizontal border L. The edge is broken into two parts e t and e b , where e t intersects the top of the rectangle along L t and e b intersects the bottom along L b . The algorithm of Aleardi et al. [2] ensures that the end points of e t and e b on L have the same x-coordinate but for e to be truly seen as "one edge", e t and e b should also have the same slope. The bend is clearly visible when viewing several tiled repeats of the pattern as shown in Figure 5 . At the current time, we cannot see a way to simultaneously satisfy the topological (1, 0) homotopy constraint enforced by the rectangular representation and provide smooth continuity of edges across this rectangular boundary. Lemma 1. Presume a 2, 2-regular digraph has a toroidal cellular embedding G. If G has a contractible directed circuit C, then G will have at least one face bounded by a contractible directed circuit. Proof. Arbitrarily declare one face to contain the origin so that "inside" and "outside" are well-defined for any contractible directed cycle C. Let O C and I C be the number of faces outside and inside C, and consider a directed contractible cycle C that maximizes |O C − I C |. Assume that C is not a face and therefore there exists some vertex v ∈ C with an incident edge e that is not on C and belongs to the inside of C. Follow a directed path P starting with e while staying inside C until we reach a vertex w where either (a) P returns to a vertex on P for the first time, or (b) P reaches another vertex on C for the first time. Because G is a 2, 2-regular digraph with a finite number of vertices, one of these two cases must eventually occur. (Note: if v is the head endpoint of e, P follows the edges in reverse direction). If w ∈ P , then the path from w to w along P has formed another directed cycle C that stays inside C throughout and therefore is also contractible (see Figure 7 (a)).
If w ∈ C,then we can find a directed cycle C by taking P from v to w and then C from w to v.
Consider the case where O C ≥ I C (the other case is symmetric). Examine |O C − I C |. If the origin is inside C (see Figure 7(b) ), then I C < I C and
If the origin is outside C (see Figure 7 (c)) then the outside of C is strictly inside the inside of C, so O C < I C and I C > O C , which implies
We therefore conclude that no vertex on C has an incident edge strictly inside C and therefore the inside of C is a face as required.
We can easily extend this proof to the case where C is a contractible directed circuit by noting that any transverse intersection in C can be replaced by an osculating intersection thus dividing C into two or more smaller circuits. We therefore assume that any time C visits a vertex v twice, it does not cross itself transversely. We can very closely approximate a circuit C that is free of transverse crossings by duplicating any repeated vertex v and moving the two copies slightly apart. The result is a simple directed cycle.
Appendix C: Proof of Lemma 7
Before we can prove Lemma 7, we need a few definitions and observations. We will call a simple directed circuit C a leftmost circuit if all edges of C are left outgoing at their respective tails. Observe that any leftmost circuit C in a 2-2-regular digraph is actually a cycle, because no vertex can have two left outgoing edges incident to it.
Consider two simple cycles P, Q. We already defined the algebraic crossing numberî(P, Q) if P and Q meet in a finite number of points. However, we need a similar concept even if P and Q share one or more edges. To define this, replace P and Q by cycles P and Q that are arbitrarily close to P and Q in such a way that P and Q intersect in a finite number of points, and definê i(P, Q) :=î(P , Q ). It is not hard to verify that this number is independent of the choice of P and Q since we use the algebraic crossing number (rather than the geometric one). Now we can make the following observation of leftmost cycles:
Lemma 8. Presume (C1-C3) hold. Let C be a leftmost cycle. Then C does not bound a face, andî(C, P ) = 0 for all osculating circuits P ∈ P(G).
Proof. C cannot possibly bound a face, because it is a directed circuit (hence non-contractible by (C3)) while facial circuits are contractible by (C2). Therefore, there must be some edge e on the left side of C that shares a vertex v with C, but does not belong to C. Since C uses only left outgoing edges, e is necessarily a left incoming edge. Let P be the osculating circuit containing e . This circuit continues from e along C for possibly some time, but eventually must leave C again to return back to e . P can leave C only at a right outgoing edge, because the left outgoing edges always belong to C. Therefore in this stretch P has crossed C going from left to right. Note that P can never cross C from right to left, because all left outgoing edges incident to a vertex in C belong to C. Thereforeî(P , C) = 0.
Following from Lemma 4, P and C do not belong to the same homotopy class. From Lemma 5, we know that all P ∈ P(G) belong to the same homotopy class so we can concludeî(P, C) = 0 for all P ∈ P(G). Now we can prove our main theorem: Lemma 7. Presume (C1-C3) hold. Let P be a simple osculating cycle. Then there exists a directed walk W in G that starts at a vertex v ∈ P with a left outgoing edge e 1 ∈ P , ends at a vertex w ∈ P with a right incoming edge e k ∈ P , and has no transverse intersection or shared edges with P .
Proof. Since P is a directed cycle, it is non-contractible by (C3) and does not bound a face by (C2). Therefore, there must be some edge on the left side of P that shares a vertex v with P , but does not belong to P . If, say, the left incoming edge of v is not in P , then P uses the right incoming and right outgoing edge at v (because P follows rotationally consecutive edges), and so the left outgoing edge of v is also not in P . Therefore edge e 1 exists. Now create a leftmost walk W starting with e 1 , then taking the left outgoing edge at its head, and continue taking left outgoing edges until one of the following happens:
1. We reach a vertex w ∈ P via a right incoming edge. In this case we have found the required path W and stop. Since we stop as soon as the head vertex w of a right incoming edge e k of W is also a vertex of P , we can conclude that, before arriving at w, if we visited any other vertices in P , then these vertices were reached from a left incoming edge, e i , 1 ≤ i < k. Since W always follows the left outgoing edge and P always follows rotationally consecutive edges, we can conclude that the left incoming edge e i and left outgoing edge e i+1 were not edges in P and the meeting of W and P was an osculating intersection rather than a transverse intersection. 2. W repeats a vertex, and the resulting directed cycle C does not contain vertices of P . Thenî(C, P ) = 0, which contradicts Lemma 8. This case cannot happen. 3. W repeats a vertex, and the resulting directed cycle C contains vertices of P . Since we did not stop with Case 1, all such vertices of C reach P from the left. Following the same argument used in Case 1, all meetings of C with P are osculating resulting inî(C, P ) = 0. This again contradicts Lemma 8 so this case cannot happen.
The graph is finite and neither Case 2 nor 3 can happen, therefore Case 1 eventually must happen and we have found W .
